The Starling Quilt is made from the Prisma Elements collection and the Oval Elements collection by Art Gallery Fabrics.

**Fabric Requirements:**

1 ¼ yards PE-408  
Fat Quarter OE-922  
Fat Quarter OE-917  
Fat Quarter OE-918  
Fat Quarter OE-911  
Fat Quarter OE-935  
Fat Quarter OE-916  
Fat Quarter OE-914  
Fat Quarter OE-928  
1 ⅞ yards PRE-801  
⅜ yard OE-927  
3 ½ yards PRE-814

**Cutting:**

Cut PE-408 fabric into:
- 1 - 16 ½” square (Fabric A)
- 6 - 4 ⅜” squares (Fabric B)
- 4 - 4 ⅜” squares (Fabric C)
- 4 - 4 ½” squares (Fabric D)
- 20 - 4 ½” squares (Fabric E)

Cut 4 Fat Quarters into:
- 1 - 4 ½” square (Fabric F)
- 2 - 4 ½” x 8 ½” rectangles (Fabric G)

Cut 4 Fat Quarters into:
- 1 - 4 ⅞” square (Fabric H)
- 1 - 4 ⅞” square (Fabric I)
- 1 - 4 ½” x 8 ½” rectangle (Fabric J)

Cut PRE-801 fabric into:
- 4 - 16 ½” squares (Fabric K)
- 4 - 8 ⅜” squares (Fabric L)
- 6 - 2 ½” x width of fabric strips (Fabric M)

Cut OE-927 fabric into:
- 6 - 2 ½” x width of fabric strips for binding (Fabric N)

Check out our YouTube tutorial!

1-866-826-2069  
www.FatQuarterShop.com  
www.YouTube.com/FatQuarterShop

The Starling Quilt is made from the Prisma Elements collection and the Oval Elements collection by Art Gallery Fabrics.
**Starling Quilt Pattern**

**Blocks:**

*Use ¼" seams and press as arrows indicate throughout.*

Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of the Fabric E squares.

With right sides facing, layer a Fabric E square with a Fabric F square.

Stitch on the drawn line and trim ¼" away from the seam.

Single Half Square Triangle Unit should measure 4 ½" x 4 ½".

![Diagram of single half square triangle unit]

Cut the Fabric B squares and Fabric L squares on the diagonal once.

![Diagram of fabric cuts]

Assemble two Fabric B triangles, one Single Half Square Triangle Unit and one Fabric L triangle.

Top Left Starling Unit should measure 8 ½" x 8 ½".

![Diagram of top left starling unit]

With right sides facing, layer a Fabric E square on the right end of a Fabric G rectangle.

Stitch on the drawn line and trim ¼" away from the seam.

Left Corner Unit should measure 4 ½" x 8 ½".

![Diagram of left corner unit]
Starling Quilt Pattern

With right sides facing, layer a Fabric E square on the left end of a Fabric G rectangle. Stitch on the drawn line and trim ¼" away from the seam.

Repeat on the right end.
Double Corner Unit should measure 4 ½" x 8 ½".

Assemble one Left Corner Unit and one matching Double Corner Unit.
Bottom Left Starling Unit should measure 8 ½" x 8 ½".

Assemble one Top Left Starling Unit and one matching Bottom Left Starling Unit.
Left Starling Unit should measure 8 ½" x 16 ½".
Starling Quilt Pattern

Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of the Fabric C squares.
With right sides facing, layer a Fabric C square with a Fabric I square.
Stitch ¼" from each side of the drawn line.
Cut apart on the marked line.
Double Half Square Triangle Unit should measure 4 ½" x 4 ½".

Cut the Fabric H squares on the diagonal once.

Assemble one Fabric H triangle, one matching Double Half Square Triangle Unit, one Fabric B triangle and one Fabric L triangle.
Top Right Starling Unit should measure 8 ½" x 8 ½".

With right sides facing, layer a Fabric E square on the right end of a Fabric J rectangle.
Stitch on the drawn line and trim ¼" away from the seam.
Right Corner Unit should measure 4 ½" x 8 ½".
Assemble one Right Corner Unit, one matching Double Half Square Triangle Unit and one Fabric D square. Bottom Right Starling Unit should measure 8 ½” x 8 ½”.

Assemble one Top Right Starling Unit and one matching Bottom Right Starling Unit. Right Starling Unit should measure 8 ½” x 16 ½”.

Assemble the Starling Block. Starling Block should measure 16 ½” x 16 ½”.
Assemble Quilt Center.

Quilt Center should measure 48 1/2" x 48 1/2".
Borders:

Piece the Fabric M strips end to end.

Subcut into:

- 2 - 2 ½" x 48 ½" strips (Side Borders - M1)
- 2 - 2 ½" x 52 ½" strips (Top and Bottom Borders - M2)

Attach the Side Borders.

Attach the Top and Bottom Borders.

Finishing:

Piece the Fabric N strips end to end.

Quilt and bind as desired.